The Secret’s Out on Coaching in the Business World!
Bob Nardelli (CEO of Chrysler) believes that without a coach, people will NEVER reach their maximum capabilities.
Asked for a conservative estimate of the monetary payoff from the coaching they got, these managers described an
average return of more than $100,000, or about six times what the coaching had cost their companies! FORTUNE
2/19/01 “Executive Coaching – With Returns a CFO Could Love”

BobDavies
$3,500 first month, then $1850 per month
The most intensive and quickest way to gain measurable results is through the process of Live
Coaching. The first “call” (all calls are via telephone appointments) will last for up to two hours.
The context and direction of your coaching will occur in the first “intake” call. This will be
followed by an additional call of up to 60 minutes for the first month. The second month will
settle into the lower fee of $1850 and will consist of two 45-minute calls per month with a
weekly check in via email.
The purpose of the coaching intervention is three fold.
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You will have a conversation with Coach Bob is just not available to you in any other setting. As
a result of this intervention you will gain new insights and perspectives that you would not
ordinarily have access to. The second purpose of coaching is to challenge you to expand what
you think is possible. A third benefit is that you will be in an accountability system that
influences your brain on a scientific basis ensuring that you see the opportunities to handle
multiple priorities and competing obstacles and still maintain forward progress towards living a
life you love!
Bob Davies is a former college football and coach of an Olympic gold medal winner. He has
accomplished virtually every goal that he has set for himself. He teaches High Performance
Techniques. He is America’s Performance Coach!
As a professional keynote speaker since 1983, he has taught thousands of people, just like you,
the “Secrets of elite performance”.
A study of 100 coached professionals found a 570% return on investment: Coaching improved
productivity 53%, quality 48%, work relationships 77%, and overall job satisfaction increased
61%.
Whether you’re a CEO, President, VP, CFO, MD, MBA, PhD, CPA, Dep’t Head, Director,
Entrepreneur, Investment Advisor, Scientist, Engineer, Attorney, Business Owner, Manager or
other professional, through coaching, you can become an even greater success.

Too Expensive…use on-line behavioral contracting and accountability $19.95 / month
www.bobdaviescoaching.com

